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(5.21.19 The ss beatup my brain before I could write this, electroshocks, concussions, and sleep deprivation. This is after months of brain
attacks. So my writing isn’t at it’s best. That’s the way it was when I wrote ‘Is The CIA Out of Control’. 24 years later they sent my van out of
control, toward a giant lake.)

A new order has apparently taking hold of things. Of course the name itself, Trrrump, has biblical symbolics, like
trumpet, announcing a new order, 72 years after the 3rd Reich which ended in 1945. Now the 45th president has been
ushered into office, I mean elected. Coincidentally 45 on the clock, begins the zodiac calendar, and like I wrote 3 months
ago, the Nazi’s were obsessed with the occult. Since Trump took office, things have been off the charts, especially from
my perspective. Unprecedented events have rocked my world, each of which would have required an Executive Order.
On the 47th anniversary of the WTC topping out party (WTC for world trade center. I’m a 9.11 conspiracy theorist), the SS
tried to send my van (my home) into a giant lake (47 is beheading symbolism, and this event is known as the ADD). On
the 62nd anniversary of the WTC inception, the SS either fractured or broke my neck (the CNA). 125 days after Trump
said ‘Take care Dave’ on live TV, at the 2018 SOUA, a hit attempt occurred (some guy armed with a big knife, hitting my
van violently and ordering me out, in the ded of nite. This is the AMA). 125 is 9.11 symbolism, and coincidentally so is
225, with 9.11.2001 occurring on the 225th anniversary of the 9.11.1776 Staten Island Peace Conference, where the
British assumed the colonists were done.
I’ve been a vagabond since I lost the condo back in 2005, on 9.11 +1 (one day after 9.11), suggesting the reason the SS
made me homeless, out of retaliation for my 9.11 research (which seems to finger the SS). Then there’s the fact the SS
initiated Guillotine proceedings (secret operation that drives targets nuts), during the 9.11 hearings in April 2004 (In one
scene Bush puffs his cheeks, which at the time was SS symbolism). My new SUV (which was repossessed a year later)
also had 911 in the license plates. And I was out at 52 (in my research, 52 is revolution symbolism (since it takes 52
weeks for the earth to revolve around the sun), and it mentions JFK, who was born on the 52nd anniversary of the Civil
War, and Dealey Plaza (that’s where JFK was shot) is shaped like 52 upside down. Then there’s the fact I received a
foreclosure tidbit of 5.2K, 14 years later. By the way JFK married on 9.11 +1, in 1953.
So back in 05 the Condo, unit 45 (a symbolic number), was my last bastion of freedom. It was command and control, set
up specifically to report the SS, the first office for Stilldigging.com. The entire living room was decked out, with desks,
cabinets, book cases, a new desk top computer, ceramic tiled floor, so I was ready to research and report.
I barely settled in for 3 months, then Bam!, it’s Guillotine time, during the 9.11 hearings, which obstructed my note
taking (in the past I would use a gas mask. In fact I learned HTML while wearing a gas mask to do my website, back at my
previous residence (my 4 bedroom home) (my dog was executed in 94 by the SS, before I got back from over sea’s so it
was just me), 49 the reverse, is symbolic for beheading) (By the way Reagan died at 94).
This was after I had to evict the SS squatters, who racked up a 43K tab, and turned my refurbished Condo (which
included new appliances), into a literal pigs pen. So two piggies lived in there for free, then I had to clean up after them,
for a cost over 1K. Then the SS tries to Guillotine me, after I finally move in n late 2003.
I was sure the SS did 9.11, and I was determined to prove it, and the SS was determined to vagabond me (before I could
do anything), all the way to incapacitating me during the signing of loan documents on 9.9.2004. (there’s the number 9
again. I was in unit 45, and 45 converts to 9 on the clock). The SS probably anticipated the foreclosure, so this whole
thing looks shady, especially with the possibility of embezzlement. (I later found out there was a 30K to 40K profit in the
foreclosure sale.). By the way, that’s the way the CIA operates.
SS targets lose the power of the purse (no money, except to eat and pump gas), like in 1929 when America went
homeless, at the mercy of the new rulers. Soon after that, Hitler is sworn in, and America is off to war, fighting with valor
and courage, especially at Normandy, where fearless men and women, scaled the cliffs, against a hail of gunfire. It was a
massacre on the beach, and the troops scaling the cliffs were picked off over and over, yet other troops took their place,
to complete the victorious assault. For some reason Hitler squandered one opportunity after another at invading Great
Britain (experts blame it on Astrology). But there’s the initials A.H. for Adolph Hitler, A=1 H=8, so AH=18, the 18th letter is
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R “AR” (American Revolution). (The number 18 is all over my research, including Nixon’s 18 minute tape gap. He was the
president who was forced to resign in 1974 (7.4.1776 was the DOI), on 8.9 (1789 the U.S. is born), and 2 days before that
“Le Coup” took place (the High wire act over the WTC World Trade Center). This was 27 years before 9.11. (the reverse is
72, which stands for GB in my research).
So today, the ones who hold the money, run an empire. Clinton said it best when he referred to “Trickle down
economics”.
I have a tech degree, and live like a POW, homeless, living out of a beat up van (it use to look like a decent van, but the
SS has banged it up allot, with 4 staged accidents (like in demolition derby) in attempts to put me on the streets.),
because I continue with the 9.11 research (going on 17 years). It’s blatant punishment, as if the rule of law doesn’t apply
in this case, thus all forms of communication must be intercepted. There’s obviously no excuse, being a tech expert, with
a tech degree, with tons of tech experience under my belt, and 100’s of jobs nationwide, begging for these skills. Before
9.11 I was pulling in like 100K per year. Now I do phone sales at minimum wage (14K per year), wasting away, month
after month, year after year, saying “wanna buy” wanna buy” c’mon please” all day. It’s like having Einstein peel
potatoes all day. And the SS has me fired if I step out of line, with my journalism ( I’ve been fired like 10 times. My last
TM job lasted 10 hours, and that was like 2 weeks ago.). (5.28.19 while typing SS sits on my right, threatening with job loss,
symbolically, as if to obstruct with intimidation, like Trump does, If you investigate me, I’ll getcha back, I’ll send my whipping boy Lindsey)

The loss is in the millions, including investments, and a loss in an aesthetic lifestyle (like barbecues, big screen TV,
collecting rent from the condo). Before I sold the house, they turned it into a chemical torture chamber (see “Is The CIA
Out of Control”). For a time I was living out of a gas mask (went to bed with the mask, used the toilet with the mask,
learned HTML to do my web site, while wearing a gas mask). Now it’s a jungle life style “ou almost hit” “ou almost hit
again” “need eyes in the back of my head” “that was close, that car ran a red light” or they’d give me a concussion, then
try to hit me with a car, or they’d shut my brain down with sleep deprivation, then send the Terminator at me.
They make me homeless then won’t let me pick the street curb I want to sleep on (all I need is 8 feet of space for the
van), so they could discreetly get in, and slam my brain as I sleep, pump me with drugs, hypnotize, brain wash, the
possibilities are endless, rig me with implants.
Now, being a man of the streets, I have to endure the elements (highs of 117 degrees, lows at freezing), in survival mode
instead of report 9.11 mode. The summers are the worst, and they have the van rigged so it heats up, scorching the
floorboard. That’s where I sleep. (In the worst cases I would have to buy a bucket of ice, and periodically cool off the
floor and myself with ice).
I know who these people are, so I cringe when I listen to the news (like “oh my ____ don’t these people know what he
is? Can’t you see he’s lying? He’s leading y’all astray. )
The world is their oyster, and my van is my prison cell, where I’m allowed to walk the grounds. If I stray too far, they
sabotage, like in those Sci Fi movies where everything is rigged, including your head. (for example they shut me off and
get in and do things, like cripple me, electroshock me, in broad day lite). If I drive beyond a certain perimeter, they
sabotage the van.
It’s brazen and boldicious to hold me in a virtual prison like this, in the land of the Free. Then again, maybe we’re under
a Tyranny now, I certainly am. So it looks like it’s the virtual prison until the clock runs out, since their targets have no
retirement plans, unlike Jo citizen, who has the option of calling it quits. Apparently the kings decree is forever, “to the
gulag you go!” never again will you taste freedom!” how dare you report 9.11! to the masses” neither do they
understand, and they stand powerless before me” off you go! Fortunate for you, I don’t quash you!”.
All that tech potential down the tubes (4 years of tech college, tremendous expertise, experience, know how). In fact I
just did a write up on Trump’s Trade war, trying to contain China, the tech monster, where the answer really is ‘Make
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America Innovative Again”. If there’s a National Security issue, then pursue that, but don’t punish China because they’re
smart, using Mafia style tactics, holding a gun to their economy, “Sign the Deal! Or else!”. You’re just dividing the world,
into different camps. That’s how World War II started out, with alliances.
So it looks like a virtual prison to contain the truth, reality, the real world, keeping the masses pampered with illusions,
like the master illusionist himself, who belongs in Vegas. That’s what Biden should ask during the debates “entertain the
audience with one of your magic tricks sir” how about one of your insults, to build up your low self esteem”. (I noticed
Trumps latest insult was Lo IQ Joe, which is a typical SS obstruction tactic, drugging their targets, or depriving them of
sleep, beyond their limits). Trumps prior insult, was “sleepy Jo”, and the SS drugs their targets with Ambien.
TO BE CONTINUED
9.11 and Coincidental History
Theory suggests that 9-11 was an inside job, plotted decades ago, before the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955,
in retaliation for the past. (The latest data suggests a connection to the American Revolution).



















King George III ran the American Revolution, from the British side, so III = 3, 3 shots rang out in Dallas, JFK had 3 kids,
3 terms in the house, 3 years as president, 3 hobo’s were cot, the limo sped thru the triple underpass, etc.
King George III coronated 1760, JFK elected 1960
King George was 22, JFK shot 11-22, the 11 is probably related to the 9-11-1776 Staten Island Peace Conference.
JFK shot 1963, 63=21+21+21, 21 is also 9 on the clock, the 9th letter is I, so 63 translates to III.
JFK was born 52 years after the Civil War, 52wks is symbolic for revolution. Dealey Plaza is also shaped like 52.
The latest data suggests 90 is revolution symbolism, since 90 degrees, is symbolically at the top of the clock.
9-11 was 90 years after the 1911 bust up of Big OIL Trust , by the 1890 SAA (Sherman Antitrust act) ( S,A,A is 19, 1,
1) (add 90 to 1911 and you get 2001, 9.11 presumably comes from 1911). So the number 90 appears prevalent in 911 symbolism. UA175 hit at 903, the first WTC hit was in 1990 + 3, and UA93 converts to 90+3. (The latest data
suggests 3 is symbolic for King George III). The Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and SAA converts to 19-11, with S being the 19 letter. There were 19 hijackers, and most were from SA (Saudi Arabia). The WTC architect
helped build the SA airport. SAA converting to 19.1.1, contains 9.1.1 and is symbolically the reverse of Lee’s birthday
1.19 (Robert E Lee). Reverse symbolism is frequent in 9.11 research.
For example General Lee’s name is reversed in the name of the WTC designer, and 9.11 is symbolically the reverse of
Lee’s birthday 1.19. Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9-11-1861
The British owned ManHatten in 1664, 119 years later the AR ends. And 64 is the reverse of 46. Bush, born in 1946,
stood on the rubble, wearing hat 164. The SS roze to power (according to theory) 64 years after the Civil War, on the
heels of the 1929 stock crash. Robert E Lee’s estate was turned into Arlington cemetery in 1864. AA77 buzzed
Arlington, seconds before crashing into the Pentagon, after a 64 minute flite.
The latest data suggests 46 symbolically reverses 64, and the British owned ManHattan in 1664.
AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946, and was the 46th
governor of Texas. 9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and the 1911 bust
up of Big Oil, was 46 years after the Civil War. JFK was 46, and the Garrison trial was on 4-6.
The first WTC hit was 14 til 9, and Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days, and 9.11 was 3 dayz
shy of the 100th anniversary of the Mckinnley hit on 9-14 (who had JD investigated). JD died 3 yrs shy of his 100th
birthday. Bush stood on the 9.11 rubble, on 9-14.
The latest data suggests 34 is symbolic for “3 For” or rather “For 3”.
Also JFK was was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash, and in 1911 Big OIL was busted into 34
pieces, and JFK was shot on his 34th month as prez, and his wife was 34 years old, and Bush filed on 3-4 for the
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